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Learning Reflection 2 

The feeling of LNG222 is an English language course, which I 

personally don't like much about English. But when it comes to 

studying at the university seriously it feels fun here. I know 

something that I never knew. Studying and not stressful, at first may 

be afraid to speak English. Because I can't read, I can't hear, can't 

speak But after two semesters of study, I started to read some 

vocabulary and started writing. But I still can't figure it out. As soon 

as I learned how to do some Google research and learn about video 

reviews, game reviews, movie reviews or article reviews. I have 

learned more. Has made me open up more worlds What did you get to 

know more? Things that I had never known before Even in English 

Even more difficult for me In listening to English Speak english 

English presenter But I find a way to make those jobs. Completed in 

time as the teacher has made an appointment Although it is very 

difficult for me, I am using this translation app to use it. I used more 

English in my life, how I felt about it, and this course was so fun and 

okay for it. Because teachers do not release students who are not 

English Professors are there to provide counseling to help students 

who do not know what to do. The instructors will teach, tell, and do 

not cause the students to be too stressed. Teachers play and tease the 

students in a better mood. And learn English in a fun and informative 

way So I feel like I'm really satisfied with this subject. 
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Our teacher is very understanding and also knowledgeable. He 

help me a lot in improving m English. I like this class because it is fun 

to learn. 

Then the subject taught by the teacher is familiar and can be 

used well in everyday life because it is about reviews. The instructor 

in detail has detailed examples that are easy to understand. Game 

review, movie review or article review this is to make a review video 

with my own thoughts to review what we choose as a standalone 

event, taking a review clip for 3-5 minutes. And then there is another 

event, which is a group of 3-5 people to shoot a review clip like but 

we have to choose what we will review. There are games, movies, 

things. They divide each other's duties in groups to see who performs 

and what functions within the group Review clip made Teachers give 

3-7 minutes. Then edit it and post it on YouTube, it's a job that has 

never been done. But can do it because there is a good teacher who 

will give you advice, teach you how to make it easy to understand so 

that you can think and can be done until the end It was a fun subject 

and the teacher was very friendly. Learn with fun, gain knowledge 

faster and understand easier and faster. I'd like to recommend 

choosing a lot of lecturers' classes. It's not harder than you think. May 

not be easy But the teachers do and teach until we can graduate with 

good grades. Accumulate until graduation. 

 

Thank you to the teacher for teaching me for the whole 1 year. 

THANK YOU TEACHER. 

 


